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RAMSES-II
… the ultimate audio cable

if musicality is the main topic

The RAMSES cables are the ultimate cables for the trans-
mission of any analog signal in high end audio systems. 
Here the RAMSES SC is the speaker cable in our product 
line, while the RAMSES BC is the bridging cable for bi-
wiring speaker applications.

The Technology
The RAMSES speaker cable is based on a unique techni-
cal concept. The main objectives for this cable design 
were to realize an electromagnetic field between the 
conductors which is as homogeneous as possible, to use 
the thinnest possible conductors and to have the lowest 
possible loss in the dielectric between the conductors by 
using a very special natural material.
The main technical data are :
wave impedance about 3 Ω
inductance  < 0,01 µH/m
capacitance  about 900 pF/m
resistance  4.5 mΩ/m

The Sound
The principal sound characteristics of the RAMSES 
speaker cable are their absolute homogeneity and 
neutrality, the entirely lack of any compensation effects 
as well as the exceptional speed and responsiveness of 
sound playback.
We are cocksure that you will find no other speaker 
cable which sounds in a really neutral hifi system more 
homogeneous than the RAMSES speaker cable.

The Application
The RAMSES SC speaker cable is as standard available in 
any desired length from 1.00 to 6.00 meter.
There are versions for single-wiring use as well as for bi-
wiring and even for tri-wiring speaker applications. Bi-
wiring versions can be realized by a special Y-adaptor or 
for optimum results by a self-contained bi-wiring cable.
For the termination we offer MC4 bananas, Neutric 
NL4FC plugs or high quality spades. Other special termi-
nations are available on request if they meet our quality 
requirements.
The RAMSES BC are special bridging cables for bi-wiring 
speaker terminals. They are also available with MC4 ba-
nanas, Neutrik NL4FC plugs or spades. One set includes 
as standard four cables of 12 cm length.
Like any other speaker cable RAMSES needs a certain 
run-in time, however significantly lower than for other 
cable designs. After 2-3 weeks the music reproduction 
will achieve its absolutely perfect level.

The Speaker Cables


